Clouds

Lie on your back and watch the clouds go by. Can you draw some in the space below?

**HANDY TIP**

Hills are a perfect place to watch clouds from.

**FIELD ACTIVITY**

Can you sketch other things that you can see in the sky or on the horizon?

What do the clouds look like? Circle the words below.

- high in the sky
- dark and gloomy
- patchy
- blanket
- white and fluffy
- layered
- wispy
- low down

Do any of the clouds look like objects or people? Write down or draw what you can see.
Look out for leaves

Why not go on a leaf hunt? You can preserve leaves with PVA glue and stick them in here. You could group your leaves by shape or colour.

FIELD ACTIVITY

Can you research what type of plant the leaves came from and label their shapes?
What’s the weather like?

Weather affects us every day – what we do, what we wear, even our mood.

Use one word to describe how the weather sounds:

........................................................................

Use two words for how the weather looks:

........................................................................

Use three words for how it makes you feel:

........................................................................

Can you turn your answers into a poem?

Use the space below to have a go:

........................................................................

........................................................................

........................................................................

........................................................................

........................................................................

........................................................................

........................................................................
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Can you stick in natural things from the world around you, such as flowers, twigs or leaves to create a bear? Make a shiny bear nose with glue — what could you use for fur?